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Recommended Adaptations
1 Promote traditional values & a healthy population

23 Continue to work with DOT on a ferry landing study

2 Work with youth to pass on traditional knowledge

24 Account for climate change & permafrost melt in designing new buildings

3 Monitor caribou numbers & promote good hunting practices

25 Investigate best management techniques for maintaining

4 Encourage more healthy lifestyles & eating habits

permafrost in vulnerable areas

5 Mainstream climate change into all planning processes

26 Develop an annual inspection of infrastructure

6 Train Fort McPherson staff on the basics of climate change

27 Develop a permafrost map of the community

7 Maintain the Local Advisory Committee for three more years

28 Investigate the vulnerability of the old river bank (below church)

8 Hire a climate change coordinator to direct implementation
9 Mentor youth about climate change & getting involved
10 Link to a sister community (Tsiigehtchic)

*

“

Our community of Fort McPherson will be a
resilient, self-sufficient community which celebrates
and practices its culture and promotes renewable
economic development within our traditional lands.

”

to slumping
29 Inventory & repair water tank overflow lights on all houses
30 Inventory & replace rigid fuel line connections with flexible connections

11 Document & publicize climate change news & activities

on heating oil tanks

12 Revisit this adaptation plan in 2016, & maintain as a living plan

31 Monitor the Dempster Highway for landslide & permafrost

13 Improve & expand the Cumulative Impacts Monitoring Program

32 Develop a plan for encouraging ‘Safe Travel on the Land’ that may include:

(CIMP) in ways that:

a) developing climate change broadcasting at CBQM,

a) work with harvesters to monitor changes,

b) providing safety equipment & training for harvesters,

b) expand monitoring, including number of streamsheds, &

c) developing on the land camps for youth

c) publicize information.

d) developing a website to highlight dangerous areas, &

14 Develop closer links with Aurora Research Institute

e) establishing more emergency camps.

15 Develop an industrial sump management plan in the GSA

33 Develop a community garden

16 Map & monitor landslides, slumps & other permafrost

34 Promote traditional harvesting, fishing & trapping lifestyles

degradation in the GSA

35 Investigate using willows as biomass to heat community buildings

17 Develop & conduct a local climate change survey

36 Develop a tourism plan

18 Set & enforce speed limits on hot days to limit harmful dust

37 Develop closer ties with Arctic Energy Alliance

19 Develop a drainage plan for community

38 Investigate wood chips or pellets to expand the district heat system

20 Develop a more detailed emergency response plan

39 Develop an anti-idling campaign

21 Ensure fire breaks are adequately maintained

40 Promote the use of woodstoves & pellet stoves

22 Investigate the potential of a Peel River Symposium

For more information contact Ecology North                www.ecologynorth.ca                Tel: 867-873-8897                e-mail doug@ecologynorth.ca
Ecology North is a NWT based charitable, non-profit organization formed
in 1971 to support sound environmental decision-making on an individual,
community and regional level. Current priorities for Ecology North include
climate change, sustainable living and public education.
* Top right photo by Lantz, Mahon, Kokelj,
INAC thaw slump map, Peel Plateau (Unpublished)

This document is a summary of the Tetlit Gwich’in Climate Change Adaptation Plan.  
This report was researched and written by Ecology North and CS Environmental in
2010/2011 with financial support from Indian and Northern Affairs Canada Climate
Change Adaptation Program. Copies of the complete report can be downloaded
from the Ecology North website at www.ecologynorth.ca.
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Tetlit
Gwich’in
Climate Change Adaptation Plan

Hired Community Co-ordinator
Community profile and environmental scan
Local Advisory Committee (LAC) workshop
Meeting with the LAC
Writing the draft plan
Technical Advisory Committee meeting

Jan 	Presentation of the draft adaptation plan
to the Community
Mar
Finalization of adaptation plan
Apr
Write proposal for implementation funding
Apr-Mar
Approval of plan and implementation of
recommended adaptations

of Climate Change

Infrastructure
•Dempster Highway
•Permafrost melting will damage buildings
•Ice Roads
•Oil and Gas
•Drainage issues
•Flooding

Adaptation

Economy

Adaptation is how we respond to (or prepare for) climate
change, in order to reduce the negative impacts and take
advantage of positive impacts.

•Oil and Gas sumps could melt
•Trapping season is shorter
•Concern for fisheries
•Fish changing spawning seasons
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Fort McPherson has teamed up with Ecology North
with funding from INAC to develop a Climate
Change Adaptation Plan. This plan has been built
on input, concerns and solutions of community
members, the Local Advisory Committee (a team
of local concerned residents), and the help of the
Community Climate Change Co-ordinator.

2012

Fortunately the community is
looking to the future and planning
for these changes.

There will also be opportunities from climate
change. This booklet highlights some of the impacts
and opportunities, the planning process and the
recommended adaptations that the community can
pursue to help reduce the impacts of climate change.
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Temperatures have already warmed by 3oC to 4oC
in the past 50 years, and this will likely double in
another 50 years. What will this mean for the
people of Fort McPherson?

Consultations show that the
most serious impacts are on the
Peel River, permafrost, landslides,
forests and people’s ability to travel
safely on the land.

Adaptation Planning Process
2010		 2011

Fort McPherson is located in
the center of one of the global
hotspots for climate change.

Impacts

What will the climate
be like in Fort McPherson ?

•Decline of caribou
•Landslides up the Peel
•Change of fish spawning times
•Invasive species
•Fewer lake fish
•Willows making travel difficult

People
•Contaminants and diseases
•Water quality issues
•Safety of people travelling on the land
•Country foods unpredictable
•Forest fire risk

Opportunities
•Lower heating costs
•Willows may be used for energy
•Potential for more tourism
•Longer growing season for vegetables

